**PLEASE NOTE**

- **CHECK OUT** time is 12 p.m. or renew permit by 9 a.m. (pending site availability). **CHECK IN** time is 2 p.m.
- Public consumption or display of any alcoholic beverage is prohibited.
- A maximum of eight people permitted per campsite. Guests must leave the park by 10 p.m. Quiet time is from 10 p.m. – 6 a.m.
- An excess parking fee is required at campsites with more than two vehicles (including trailers).
- **GRAY WATER AND BLACK WATER MUST BE DISCHARGED ONLY AT DUMP STATIONS.**
- Only one unit per site is permitted to hook up to utilities.
- Pets must be kept on leash. Please pick up after them.
- Valid permit required on windscreen of each vehicle in park. All vehicles must remain on pavement.
- Numbered sites are for overnight camping only. NO PICNICKING.
- **Swim at your own risk.** NO LIFEGUARD on duty.
- **Stop the spread of invasive species.** CLEAN, DRAIN and DRY your boat.

**NO Boat**
s within 300 ft. of dam

**NO WAKE**
NO WAKE

South Shore Unit
(Day use only)

72 Acre Lake

Calliham Unit

**Swim at your own risk.**
**NO LIFEGUARD on duty.**

For assistance using this map, contact the park.